Abstract. In this paper the nonlinear alternative of Leray-Schauder is used to obtain existence results for second and higher order boundary value problems.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to provide existence results for kth order boundary value problems. We begin in §2 by examining the two-point boundary value problem y"{t) = f{t,y{t),y\t)), o<r<i, The above problem has been studied by a variety of authors with the most advanced results to date being [2, 3, [5] [6] [7] [11] [12] [13] ; however, the results of this paper are not only new, they improve, extend, and complement the existing theory. Moreover, the results trivially carry over to systems of second order boundary value problems. Boundary value problems of the above type occur frequently in mathematical physics. For example, a steady state temperature distribution y in a rod (identified with the closed unit interval) is governed by the differential equation {ky')' + q(t, y) = 0 where k = k(t, y) > 0 is the thermal conductivity at position t and temperature y and q{t,y) describes interval heat sources. The differential equation may be expressed as y" = f{t,y,y') where f(t, y, p) =-j^[ktp + kyp2 + q(t, y)].
In addition to techniques and ideas §2 also provides a method for the study of higher order k-point boundary value problems. To indicate the strategy we consider in §3 a nonlinear fourth order two-point boundary value problem:
Í yiv(t) = f(t, y(t), y\t), y"(t), y"'(t)), 0 < t < 1 \y(0) = A, y(l) = B, y"(0) = C, y"(l) = D which arises in the theory of elastic beams. For example, the equation describing the deformation of an elastic beam is given by y'v(t)+f(t)y(t) = g(t), 0 < t < 1 and if both ends are simply supported we have y(0) = y (I) = y"(0) = y"{\) = 0.
The existence discussion is based on a Nonlinear Alternative of LeraySchauder [4, 7, 8] .
Theorem (Nonlinear Alternative). Assume that U is a relatively open subset of a convex set K in a Banach space E. Let N: U -> K be a compact map and assume p eU. Then either (i) N has a fixed point in U ; or (ii) there is a u e U and X e (0, 1 ) such that u = XNu + ( 1 -X)p . Our analysis therefore reduces to obtaining a priori bounds independent of X for solutions y (and their first k -1 derivatives) to (1.2). For convenience we gather together some of the inequalities we will use in the forthcoming sections. 
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Proof. For a proof of (a) and (b) see [10] . To prove (c) recall that Wirtinger's inequality implies ||w|| < £llM'll and llM"ll ^ ^llM'"ll • Then integration by parts and Holder's integral inequality implies
and the result follows. G
Second order equations
In this section we establish general existence results for problems of the form y" = f(t, y, y'), 0 < t < 1, where y satisfies a variety of boundary conditions. First consider the two-point "Dirichlet" boundary value problem:
(y"(t) = f(t,y(t),y'(t)), 0<t<l,
where /: [0, l]xl -* R is continuous. Making the change of variables w(t) = y(t) -n{t), where fi{t) = {B -A)t + A , we see that if y{t) is a solution to (2.1) then w(t) satisfies (22) (w'\t) = f(t,w{t) + ß{t),w\t) + ß\t)), 0<f < 1,
The idea is to show that (2.2) has a solution. Once this is achieved then automatically (2.1) has a solution. (iii) \h(t, u,v)\ < M{\u\a + \vf + 1} for constants M, a, and ß with 0<a, ß < 1.
•y Then (2.2) (and consequently (2.1)) has a C [0, 1] solution in each of the following cases: (*) a>0, \c\ < it; (**) a < 0, \c\n < n2 + a.
Proof. By Theorem 1.1 existence of a solution to (2.2) will follow once a priori bounds in c'[0, 1] are established for solutions w(t) to w" = Xf(t ,w + ß,w' + ß), 0 < t < 1, tu(0) = 0, w(l) = 0, (2.2J { where 0 < X < 1 . Firstly, integration by parts yields /0 w(t)w"(t) dt = -\\w and this together with the differential equation implies
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Cauchy's inequality ab <ea ¡2 + b /(2e) yields / \w\\h(t, w+ß, w' + ß)\dt < !lM|2 + y / \h(t,w+ß,w' + ß')\2dt.
Condition (iii) also implies \h(t ,w + ß,w' + ß')\2 < 4M2{\w(t) + ß(t)\2a + \w'(t) + ß'(t)\2ß + 1} < 4M2{22a\w(t)\2a + 22ß\w'(t)\2ß + C,} for some constant C¡ (independent of X). Now Holder's integral inequality gives for any ô e [0, 1] j\w(t)\2adt<U\w(t)\ Wirtinger's inequality yields 0 " « " ¿)Ik"2 -"aA|N|2+(f+F)||w'"+"
Consider case (*) with a > 0 and |c| < 7t. With these assumptions we can delete the aX term from (2.6) and fix e > 0 suitably small so that the term in brackets on the left-hand side of (2.6) is positive. This done, (2.6) and a, ß < 1, m, n < 2 implies that there exists a constant Mx independent of X such that (2.7) \\w'\\ < Mx for any solution w(t) to (2.2A).
/ < I\\w'\\2 + J< IM2 + J = M2. Now consider the case (**) with a < 0 and |c|7t < n + a i.e. 1 -|c|/tt + 2 2 2 a/n > 0. Since a < 0 we have -aX < -a and so -aA||iu|| < -a||u>|| < -(a/7r2)||tí/||2. Substitute this into (2.6) to obtain on the left-hand side t \C\ , a e \ ii 'i|2 n n2 2n2)
Now fix e > 0 suitably small so that the term in brackets is positive. As above this leads to (2.7) for a certain constant Mx independent of X in (0, 1). From (2.7) with iu(0) = 0 we find that |iu(r)| < /0' \w'(s)\ds < \\w'\\ < Mx for all t e [0, 1], which is the required a priori bound on w(t). Given this bound with (i), (ii), and (iii), we can determine constants / and / (independent of X) such that \f(t, w + p, w' + ß')\ <I\w'\2 + J. [y"(t) = f(t,y(t),y'(t)), 0 < í < 1, Finally, in this section we examine the relatively unexplored pure SturmLiouville problem:
■ y"(t) = f(t,y(t), y'(t)), 0<r<l, In the process of proving the existence of a solution to (2.10) we will need the following lemmas. That is {||y|| -|y(0)|}2 < (4/jt2)||/||2 and the result follows.
(ii) Follows the ideas of (i) with v(t) = y(t) -y (I). 
Higher order equations
The ideas in §2 may be extended to higher order equations, in particular to third and fourth order boundary value problems. Since the technique is similar we will for the sake of brevity restrict our discussion to the fourth order problem: Now fix e > 0 suitably small so that the term in brackets is positive and thus there exists a constant M3 independent of X such that Fix e > 0 suitably small so that the term in brackets is positive and as above this leads to (3.8) for a certain constant M3 independent of X in (0,1). Finally, consider case (* * *) with a < 0 and b > 0. We can delete the -bX term from (3.6). Substitute (3.9) into (3.6) to obtain on the left-hand side Tt4 * n1 2n2r " ■ Now fix e > 0 suitably small so that the term in brackets is positive and this leads to (3.8).
From (3.8) and Holder's inequality we have |«;|2 < A/"3 for any solution w to (3.2A). Also there exists constants R and S such that 
